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Abstract
The continuous approximations play a vital role in N-body simulations. We constructed three different types, namely, one-step (cubic and quintic Hermite), two-step, and three-step Hermite interpolation schemes. The continuous approximations obtained by Hermite interpolation schemes
and interpolants for ODEX2 and ERKN integrators are discussed in this paper. The primary focus
of this paper is to measure the accuracy and computational cost of different types of interpolation
schemes for a variety of gravitational problems. The gravitational problems consist of Kepler’s
two-body problem and the more realistic problem involving the Sun and four gas-giants—Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. The numerical experiments are performed for the different integrators together with one-step, two-step, and three-step Hermite interpolation schemes, as well as
the interpolants.
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1. Numerical Integrators and Interpolants
Explicit Runge-Kutta-Nyström methods (ERKN) were introduced by E. J. Nyström in 1925 [1]. Here, we are
using two variable-step-size ERKN integrators: Integrator ERKN689 is a nine stage, 6-8 FSAL pair [2] and
ERKN101217 is a seventeen stage, 10-12 non-FSAL pair [2]. Dormand and Prince [3] and then Baker et al. [4]
developed continuous approximation with embedded Runge-Kutta-Nyström methods, in which a third RKN process of order p* was used to approximate the solutions, y ( tn −1+α ) and y′ ( tn −1+α ) , where tn −1+=
tn −1 + α hn −1
α
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with α typically in (0, 1]. For ERKN101217, we used three existing interpolants: a 23-stage interpolant with
p∗ = 10 , a 26-stage interpolant with p∗ = 11 , and a 29-stage interpolant with p∗ = 12 . The coefficients for
these interpolants are not tabulated in this paper but are freely available on-line [4]. For ERKN689, we used an
8th-order interpolant with 12 stages. The coefficients for the continuous approximation of ERKN689 were provided by P. W. Sharp (private communication).
For the direct numerical approximation of systems of second-order ODEs, Hairer, Nørsett and Wanner [5]
developed an extrapolation code ODEX2 based on the explicit midpoint rule with order selection and step-size
control. The ODEX2 integrator is good for all tolerances, especially for high arithmetic precision, for example,
10−20 or 10−30. For ODEX2 integrator we used the built-in interpolant.
Störmer methods are an important class of numerical methods for solving systems of second-order ordinary
differential equations. Störmer methods were introduced by Störmer [6]. These methods have long been utilized
for accurate long-term simulations of the solar system [7]. Grazier [8] recommended a fixed-step-size Störmer
method of order 13 that used backward differences in summed form, summing from the highest to lowest differences. In this paper we consider an order-13, fixed-step-size Störmer method and refer to it as the S -13 integrator.

1.1. Hermite Interpolation Schemes
Hermite interpolation uses derivative and function values and is named after Charles Hermite (1822-1901). We
used four schemes: one-step (cubic and quintic Hermite), two-step and three-step Hermite interpolation schemes.
The cubic Hermite interpolation polynomial is of degree 3, while the quintic, two-step and three-step Hermite
interpolation polynomials are of degrees 5, 8 and 11, respectively. The interpolation schemes are derived using a
Newton divided difference approach, which is described in Section 1.1.1. There is a second approach, which we
call the direct approach that is frequently used by other researchers; for example, see [9]. This approach is particularly suited for cubic and quintic Hermite interpolation schemes, and we describe it in Sections 1.1.2 and
1.1.3.
1.1.1. Newton Divided Difference Approach
To determine the interpolating polynomial Pm ( t ) for the m points
ton divided difference (NDD) approach, we write Pm ( t ) as

y ), j
( t ,=
j

j

0,1, , m − 1 , using the New-

Pm ( t ) = a0 + a1 ( t − t0 ) + a2 ( t − t0 ) ( t − t1 ) +  + am ( t − t0 )( t − tm−1 ) ,
where the a’s are calculated from the divided differences. The ith divided difference can be calculated using

f [t0 , t1 ,, ti ] =

f [t1 ,, ti ] − f [t0 ,, ti −1 ]
,
( ti − t0 )

see Table 1. We now discuss how the NDD must be modified when derivative values are used. Let us consider
the first-order differences in Table 1. For example, if t1 = t0 then we have
lim f [t0 , t1 ] = f ′ ( t0 ) .

t1 →t0

Similarly, for the second-order differences in Table 1, if, for example, t2 = t0 then we find

lim f [t0 , t1 , t2 ] =

t2 →t0

f ′′ ( t0 )
.
2

Hence, for Hermite interpolation schemes we can use the NDD approach if the derivatives replace the corresponding divided differences.
1.1.2. Cubic Hermite Interpolation
In this section and the next, we describe the direct approach for obtaining the cubic and quintic Hermite polynomials. The cubic Hermite interpolation polynomial P3 ( t ) for the time-step from t = tn −1 to t = tn interpolates the data ( tn −i , yn −i ) and ( tn −i , yn′ −i ) at time tn −i , for i = 1 and 0. In the direct approach, the cubic Hermite interpolation polynomial is written as
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Table 1. An illustrative Newton divided difference table.
j

tj

f (t j )

0

t0

y0
f [t0 , t1 ]

1

t1

f [t0 , t1 , t2 ]

y1
f [t1 , t2 ]

2

t2

f [t0 , t1 , t2 , t3 ]
f [t1 , t2 , t3 ]

y2

f [t0 , t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 ]

f [ t 2 , t3 ]

3

t3

f [t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 ]
f [ t 2 , t3 , t 4 ]

y3

f [t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t5 ]

f [ t3 , t 4 ]

4

t4

f [t0 , t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t5 ]

f [ t 2 , t3 , t 4 , t5 ]
f [ t3 , t 4 , t5 ]

y4
f [ t 4 , t5 ]

5

t5

y5

P3 ( t ) = a0 yn−1 + a1 Hyn′ −1 + a2 yn + a3 Hyn′ ,
where,

a0 =
(τ − 1) ( 2τ + 1) ,
2

2
(τ − 1) τ ,

a=
1

=
a2 τ 2 ( 3 − 2τ ) ,
=
a3 τ 2 (τ − 1) ,
and H= tn − tn −1 with τ= ( t − tn −1 ) H . Since the values of y and y′ at both ends of each step are interpolated, the piecewise defined approximation ynum ( t ) formed from the cubic Hermite polynomial is continuous
and has a continuous first derivative.
1.1.3. Quintic Hermite Interpolation
The quintic Hermite interpolation polynomial P5 ( t ) for the time-step from t = tn −1 to t = tn interpolates the
data ( tn −i , yn −i ) , ( tn −i , yn′ −i ) , and ( tn −i , yn′′−i ) at time tn −i , for i = 1 and 0. As for cubic Hermite interpolation,
the quintic Hermite interpolation polynomial can be derived using a direct approach and written as

P5 ( t ) = a0 yn−1 + a1 Hyn′ −1 + a2 H 2 yn′′−1 + a3 yn + a4 Hyn′ + a5 H 2 yn′′ ,
where,

(

)

a0 =(1 − τ ) 6τ 2 + 3τ + 1 ,
3

a1 =
(1 − τ ) τ ( 3τ + 1) ,
3

a2=

(1 − τ ) τ 2
3

2,

(

)

a=
τ 3 6τ 2 − 15τ + 10 ,
3
a4 =τ 3 (1 − τ )( 3τ − 4 ) ,

=
a5 τ 3 (τ − 1) 2,
2
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and H= tn − tn −1 with τ= ( t − tn −1 ) H , as before. Since the values of y, y′ , and y′′ at both ends of each step
are interpolated, the piecewise defined approximation ynum ( t ) formed from the quintic Hermite polynomial is
continuous and has continuous first and second derivatives.
1.1.4. Two-Step Hermite Interpolation Polynomial
The two-step Hermite interpolation polynomial P8 ( t ) for the two-time-steps from t = tn −2 to t = tn interpolates the data ( tn −i , yn −i ) , ( tn −i , yn′ −i ) , and ( tn −i , yn′′−i ) at time tn −i , with i = 2,1, and 0. The two-step Hermite
interpolation polynomial P8 ( t ) can then be written in Horner’s nested multiplication form as

(

(

(

P8 ( t ) = D11 + ( t − tn − 2 )  D22 + ( t − tn − 2 ) D33 + ( t − tn − 2 ) D44 + ( t − tn −1 ) D55 + ( t − tn −1 )


(

(

× D66 + ( t − tn −1 ) D77 + ( t − tn ) ( D88 + ( t − tn ) D99 )

(( ))

) ) ) ) )  ,

where the coefficients Dii , i = 1, ,9 , are obtained using a NDD table. Since the values of y, y′ , and y′′ at
both ends of each step are interpolated, the piecewise defined approximation ynum ( t ) formed from the two-step
Hermite polynomial is continuous and has continuous first and second derivatives.
1.1.5. Three-Step Hermite Interpolation Polynomial
Similarly, the three-step Hermite interpolation polynomial interpolates the data ( tn −i , yn −i ) , ( tn −i , yn′ −i ) , and
( tn−i , yn′′−i ) at time tn−i , for i = 3, 2,1, and 0. Hence, it is the degree-11 polynomial P11 ( t ) defined over a
three-time-step from t = tn −3 to t = tn . Using Horner’s nested multiplication form, we can write P11 ( t ) as

((((( )))))




P11 = D11 + ( t − tn −3 )  D22 + ( t − tn −3 )  D33 + ( t − tn −3 )  D44 + ( t − tn − 2 )  D55 + ( t − tn − 2 )




×  D66 + ( t − tn − 2 ) D77 + ( t − tn −1 ) D88 + ( t − tn −1 ) D99 + ( t − tn −1 ) D1010 + ( t − tn )

   .
× ( D1111 + ( t − tn ) D1212 )



(

(

(

(

()

)))))

As for the two-step Hermite interpolation polynomial, the coefficients Dii , i = 1, ,12 , of P11 ( t ) are obtained using NDD. Since the values of y, y′ , and y′′ at both ends of each step are interpolated, the piecewise
defined approximation ynum ( t ) formed from the three-step Hermite polynomial is continuous and has continuous first and second derivatives.
We compared the maximum error in position and the CPU-time for P3 and P5 evaluated using NDD and the
direct approach. The comparison was done for one period of Kepler problem for eccentricities of 0.05 to 0.9 (see
Section 2.1 for more details on the experiment), and the Jovian problem [10].
For the two-body problem, no significant differences in the maximum error as CPU-time were observed between these two approaches. For the Jovian problem, the direct approach takes approximately half the CPU-time
of the NDD approach. The coefficients of the polynomial for the NDD approach depend on the components of
the solution vector. For the direct approach the coefficients are independent of the components, so they can be
used as a vector to approximate polynomials and that will save CPU-time.
In the rest of the paper, cubic and quintic Hermite interpolation schemes are implemented using the direct approach. For two-step and three-step Hermite interpolation schemes we implemented the NDD approach, because
it is really difficult to find the coefficients for the direct approach.

2. Numerical Experiments
Here, we examine the error growth in the position and velocity for the Kepler problem. The experiments for
short-term integrations are performed using four different types of interpolation schemes applied to the Kepler
problem over the interval of 2π.

2.1. Kepler Problem with Different Eccentricities
The solution to the Kepler problem is periodic with period 2π. We do not have to calculate the reference solution,
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so the Kepler problem is well suited for testing the accuracy of integration over a short time interval. This assumes the step-size is chosen so that t = 2π is hit exactly.
The error in the position and velocity of the Kepler problem is given by the L2-norm
=
Er ( t )

rnum ( t ) − rtrue ( t ) 2 ,

=
Ev ( t )

vnum ( t ) − vtrue ( t ) 2 ,

where rnum ( t ) and rtrue ( t ) are the vectors of the numerical and true solutions, and vnum ( t ) and vtrue ( t ) are
the vectors of the derivatives to the numerical and true solutions, respectively.
The graphs in Figure 1 are for experiments performed with the cubic, quintic, two-step, and three-step Hermite interpolation schemes applied to the Kepler problem over the interval [ 0, 2π ] for eccentricities in the
range [0.05, 0.9]; note that, in reality, planets and test particles do not have eccentricity 0, and we used 0.05 as
an approximate upper bound for the eccentricities of the Jovian planets. The selection of these interpolation
schemes is motivated by the fact that they can be used with all the integrators described in this paper. The interpolants, on the other hand, are related to specific integrators; for example, the 12-stage interpolant can only be
used with the ERKN689 integrator. For the experiments shown in Figure 1, the interval of integration is subdivided into 30 evenly spaced sub-intervals; experiments with different numbers of sub-intervals are recorded in
Table 2. We then evaluate the position and velocity at 10 evenly spaced points on each sub-interval using different interpolation schemes. Note that we also tested with up to 100 sample points and observed a variation in
the error of not more than 1%. The information, such as, positions, velocities, and times, are saved in separate
files. In a post-processing step, we then calculate the errors in the positions and velocities with respect to the
analytical solution that we obtain at the stored values of time. The velocity polynomials for all these interpolation schemes are obtained by differentiating their corresponding position polynomials.
From Figure 1, we observe a clear pattern; as the eccentricity increases, the maximum error in the position
also increases. The variation in the error is understandable, because the error depends upon the eccentricity. To
illustrate this fact, recall that the analytical solution to the Kepler problem is given by

( y1 ( t ) , y2 ( t )=)

T

cos (η ) − e, 1 − e 2 sin (η )  ,



Figure 1. The maximum global error in position for the cubic, quintic, 2-step, and 3-step
Hermite interpolation schemes against different eccentricities applied to the two-body problem over a period of 2π.
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Table 2. The maximum global error in position for eccentricity 0.05 attained by different interpolation schemes applied to
the Kepler problem over the interval [0, 2π] with four choices of numbers of evenly spaced sub-intervals. The dash means
the combination is not used.
Nsub

Cubic

17

0.71 × 10

79

0.15 × 10−08

255
1080

Quintic

2-step

3-step

0.19 × 10

0.87 × 10

−11

0.21 × 10−12

0.19 × 10−12

0.56 × 10−16

0.55 × 10−16

0.14 × 10−10

0.18 × 10−15

0.55 × 10−16

-

0.44 × 10

0.56 × 10

-

-

−06

−13

−08

−16

where η is the eccentric anomaly satisfying t= η − e sin (η ) and the interpolation error, for example, for the
p +1
y ( ) (ξ )
. The first three derivatives of y1 are
y1-component of this solution can be written as α h p +1 1
( p + 1)!

− sin (η )
dy1
,
=
dt 1 − e cos (η )

e − cos (η )
d 2 y1
=
,
2
3
dt
(1 − e cos (η ) )

(

)

2
d 3 y1 sin (η ) 1 + 2e cos (η ) − 3e
=
.
5
dt 3
(1 − e cos (η ) )

It is clear that these and all subsequent derivatives are expected to involve the factor 1 (1 − e cos (η ) ) . Since
the minimum value of 1 − e cos (η ) gets smaller and smaller as e increases, it is expected that the error increases as e increases; a similar argument holds for the y2-component. Indeed, for all interpolation schemes the
minimum error in the position occurs at eccentricity 0.05 and the maximum error at eccentricity 0.9 in Figure 1.
We also observe in Figure 1 that, for small eccentricity like e = 0.05, the difference in the errors between consecutive interpolation schemes is approximately two orders of magnitude. As e increases to 1, this difference
decreases and all four errors in Figure 1 appear to converge. We also computed the error in the velocity and
found that it is nearly two orders of magnitude larger than the error in the position. These experiments were also
performed in quadruple-precision, but there was hardly any difference between the estimated errors obtained in
double- and quadruple-precision. For example, using a 3-step interpolation scheme with eccentricity 0.05 and
0.9, the differences between the estimated errors in the position obtained in double- and quadruple-precision are
4.40 × 10−15 and 1.67 × 10−14, respectively. We conclude that the interpolation schemes are not affected a great
deal by the round-off error when using 30 evenly spaced sub-intervals.
As mentioned earlier, the same sets of experiments described in Figure 1, were also done with different
numbers of sub-intervals. We experimented with 17, 79, 255, and 1080 evenly spaced sub-intervals over the interval [ 0, 2π ] . The associated errors for e = 0.05 are shown in Table 2. This particular selection of the number
of sub-intervals is due to the fact that we wish to maintain the best observed accuracy of the integrators ODEX2,
ERKN101217, ERKN689, and S -13 ; see [10] and note that we use a time-step of 4 days for S -13 . For example, the ODEX2 integrator applied to the Jovian problem achieves best accuracy using tolerance 10−16 and an
average time-step of approximately 260 days over one million years. Since Jupiter’s orbital period is approximately 4320 Earth days, a time-step of 260 days gives approximately 17 steps.
The results in Table 2 show reasonably good agreement with the expected values calculated from the orders
of the polynomial, discounting the possible increase in round-off error from using a higher-order interpolation
scheme and a large number of sub-intervals. For example, using the cubic Hermite interpolation scheme, and
4
going from 17 to 79 sub-intervals, the expected value is (17 79 ) × 0.71×10−06 ≈ 1.52 ×10−09 which has very
good agreement with the value 0.15 × 10−08 mentioned in Table 2.
From Table 2 we find that the accuracy for a given interpolation scheme improves if the number of sub-intervals increases. We also deduce from Table 2 that it makes no sense to use any of the four interpolation

(
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schemes with ODEX2 if the required maximum global error is 10−15 and 17 sub-intervals are used. For 79 subintervals (used for ERKN101217) only the 2-step and 3-step Hermite interpolation schemes achieve the required
accuracy. Similarly, for ERKN689, the quintic and 2-step interpolation schemes achieve the required accuracy,
whereas for the S -13 integrator, only the quintic Hermite interpolation scheme does.

2.2. Computational Cost of Interpolation Schemes
Let us now consider the CPU-time by looking at individual interpolation schemes. Our expectation, at least for
the interpolation schemes, is that the CPU-time is proportional to the number of multiplications. If one interpolation scheme uses twice as many multiplications then the CPU-time is expected to be twice as large. There will
not be many divisions, and the number of subtractions and additions is typically proportional to the number of
multiplications. Normally, when timing a program, an overhead is introduced. Therefore, care has been taken
not to include such overheads in the final results. We also checked reproducibility of the results and observed a
maximum variation of not more than 2.5%.
As discussed earlier, there are two different approaches to form interpolation schemes. Here, the experiments
are performed using a direct approach for cubic and quintic Hermite interpolation, and the Newton divided difference approach for 2-step and 3-step Hermite interpolation schemes. In most cases, interpolation schemes are
split into two subroutines, one for finding the coefficients and one for evaluating the polynomials. For
ERKN689 and ERKN101217, with the interpolants we have additional stage derivatives (function evaluations).
Overall, we have three different groups of interpolation schemes:
1) For cubic and quintic Hermite interpolation schemes, we evaluate the coefficients of the polynomial, which
are independent of the components, and the polynomial as one subroutine.
2) For 2-step and 3-step Hermite interpolation schemes, we have two subroutines:
a) The calculation of the coefficients by forming a Newton divided difference table;
b) The evaluation of the polynomial.
3) For the interpolants, we have three subroutines:
a) The evaluation of the coefficients b  ;
b) The evaluation of the additional stage derivatives;
c) The evaluation of the polynomial using a) and b).
For ODEX2, the pieces of information required to form the interpolant are considered part of the integration,
and we only consider the evaluation of the polynomial; see Table 5.
Since the coefficients of the polynomials for cubic and quintic interpolations are independent of the components, the experiments for these interpolation schemes are performed as one unit. As can be seen from the formulae in Sections 1.1.2 and 1.1.3, the quintic Hermite interpolation scheme uses approximately 93% more multiplications than cubic Hermite interpolation when applied to the Jovian problem. When we did our experiment,
we found that the quintic Hermite interpolation scheme uses approximately 96% more CPU-time than cubic
Hermite interpolation, which is in good agreement with the expected value.
Table 3 shows the CPU-time for finding the stage derivatives of the pairs (without the cost of additional stage
derivatives) used in ERKN689 and ERKN101217 when applied to the Jovian problem. With ERKN689 we use
the property FSAL (first same as last), so that we need only 8 derivative evaluations per step. Similarly, the
12-stage interpolant has effectively 11 stage derivatives. Observe from Table 3 that the average CPU-time consumed per stage is approximately 8.74 × 10−07 and 8.71 × 10−07 for ERKN689 and ERKN101217, respectively.
Therefore, the expected CPU-time for ERKN689 with a 12-stage interpolant is approximately 9.61 × 10−06. For
ERKN101217, the expected CPU-time for finding coefficients is approximately 2.00 × 10−05, 2.26 × 10−05, and
2.52 × 10−05 with 23-stage, 26-stage, and 29-stage interpolants, respectively.
Table 4 gives the CPU time needed to find the coefficients of the interpolation schemes and evaluate all the
derivatives for the interpolants when solving the Jovian problem. We observe that all values in Table 4 have
reasonably good agreement with the prescribed values for CPU-time. Note also that the 3-step Hermite interpolation scheme in Table 4 uses approximately 96% more multiplications than the 2-step Hermite interpolation
scheme, which is reasonably well matched by our finding of 93%.
Table 5 shows the CPU-time for evaluating the position and velocity components using the different interpolation polynomials. The 3-step interpolation scheme uses approximately 76% more CPU-time than the 2-step
interpolation, which is again in agreement with the CPU-times observed in Table 4. Similarly, the difference in
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Table 3. The CPU-time in seconds for evaluating the stage derivatives (without the
cost of additional function evaluations) for ERKN689 and ERKN101217 applied to
the Jovian problem.
ERKN689

ERKN101217

9-stage

17-stage

6.99 × 10−06

1.48 × 10−05

S. Rehman

Integrator
CPU-time

Table 4. The CPU-time in seconds for finding the coefficients of the interpolation schemes and evaluating all the stage derivatives of the interpolants applied to the Jovian problem.
Interpolation

ERKN689

ERKN101217

Polynomial

2-step

3-step

12-stage

23-stage

26-stage

29-stage

CPU-time

2.83 × 10−6

5.54 × 10−6

9.54 × 10−6

2.00 × 10−5

2.32 × 10−5

2.66 × 10−5

Table 5. The CPU-time in seconds for evaluating the position and velocity polynomials using different interpolation polynomials applied to the Jovian problem.
Interpolation

ERKN68

ERKN101217

ODEX2

Polynomial

2-step

3-step

12-stage

23-stage

26-stage

29-stage

Interpolant

CPU-time

6.7 × 10−7

1.18 × 10−6

2.97 × 10−7

4.42 × 10−7

4.96 × 10−7

5.50 × 10−7

1.48 × 10−6

CPU-time between the 23-stage and 29-stage interpolants is twice the difference between the 23-stage and 26stage interpolants which is in good agreement with the difference observed in Table 4.

3. Summary
The primary objective of this paper was to discuss the accuracy and computational cost of different interpolation
schemes while performing N-body simulations. The interpolation schemes play a vital role in these kinds of simulations. We constructed three different types, namely, one-step (cubic and quintic Hermite), two-step and
three-step Hermite interpolation schemes. For short-term simulations, we investigated the performance of these
interpolation schemes applied to the Kepler problem over the interval [0, 2] for eccentricities in the range [0.05,
0.9]. We observed that the maximum error in position was monotonically increasing as a function of eccentricity.
For a given number of sub-intervals we used in this paper, the higher-order interpolation schemes achieve better
accuracy and for a given interpolation scheme the accuracy improves if the number of sub-intervals is increased.
We also investigated the CPU-time by looking at individual interpolation schemes. Our expectation, at least for
the interpolation schemes, was that the CPU-time was proportional to the number of multiplications. For example, the quintic Hermite interpolation scheme uses approximately 93% more multiplications than cubic Hermite
interpolation when applied to the Jovian problem. When we did our experiment, we found that the quintic Hermite interpolation scheme used approximately 96% more CPU-time than cubic Hermite interpolation, which
was in good agreement with the expected value. We also checked reproducibility of the results and observed a
maximum variation of not more than 2.5%.
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